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The ability to modulate the collective properties of correlated elec-
tron systems at their interfaces and surfaces underpins the bur-
geoning field of “designer” quantum materials. Here, we show how
an electronic reconstruction driven by surface polarity mediates a
Stoner-like magnetic instability to itinerant ferromagnetism at the
Pd-terminated surface of the non-magnetic delafossite oxide metal
PdCoO2. Combining angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
and density-functional theory calculations, we show how this leads
to a rich multi-band surface electronic structure. We find similar
surface state dispersions in PdCrO2, suggesting surface ferromag-
netism persists in this sister compound despite its bulk antiferro-
magnetic order.
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Recent advances in the ability to fabricate transition-1

metal oxides with atomic-scale precision have opened new2

paradigms for controlling their quantum many-body states3

and phases (1–10). A prototypical example is the interface4

between the bulk insulating perovskite oxides SrTiO3 and5

LaAlO3, which supports a two-dimensional electron liquid (11)6

hosting a number of remarkable properties, from gate-tuneable7

superconductivity (12) to magnetic order (13). The emergence8

of conductivity in this system is thought to be intricately9

linked to the polar nature of the interface between SrTiO310

and LaAlO3 (11, 14, 15). The carrier densities observed, how-11

ever, are typically an order of magnitude smaller than would12

be expected from a pure electronic reconstruction driven by13

the so-called polar catastrophe (12, 15, 16), and the micro-14

scopic mechanism by which polarity may mediate a conducting15

interface has proved controversial (17–22). It is important,16

therefore, to investigate the influence of surface and interface17

polarity in other transition-metal-based oxides, both for devel-18

oping improved understanding and for expanding the search19

of materials systems which may host novel surface or interface20

phases.21

Here, we focus on the “ABO2” delafossite oxides (23–28).22

Delafossites represent a particularly promising material class23

both because of their naturally layered structure and the po-24

tential to drastically alter their physical properties by changing25

the A- and B- site cations (29–31). Bulk MCoO2 [M=Pt,Pd]26

are non-magnetic metals with simple single-band Fermi sur-27

faces. They exhibit the highest conductivity of all known28

metallic oxides (26, 28, 32–34). They also host polar surfaces,29

opening the potential to stabilise local electronic environments30

and phases different to those of the bulk (35–37). We use31

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) to probe32

the Pd-terminated surface electronic structure of PdCoO2.33

In agreement with our calculations from density-functional34

theory (DFT), these experiments demonstrate how the po- 35

larity induces a pronounced electron doping at the surface, 36

which in turn mediates an intrinsic Stoner instability towards 37

itinerant ferromagnetism. We find that a similar surface ferro- 38

magnetism persists in the sister compound PdCrO2, which is 39

antiferromagnetically ordered in the bulk. This points to an 40

exciting opportunity to utilise polar surfaces and interfaces to 41

induce new magnetic states in oxides as well as to generate 42

naturally-occurring magnetic heterostructures. 43

Results 44

Surface termination-dependent measurements. PdCoO2 is 45

comprised of triangular-lattice metallic Pd planes separated 46

by insulating CoO2 layers. This crystal structure has natural 47

cleavage planes above and below each Pd layer: inequivalent 48

surface terminations would therefore be expected (Fig. 1(a)). 49

Consistent with this, we find a strong variation in the relative 50

intensity of Co 3p and Pd 4p core levels measured by X-ray 51

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at different patches of the 52

cleaved sample surface (Fig. 1(b)). This is correlated with 53

a marked difference in the electronic structure measured by 54

ARPES (Fig. 1(c-e)). Across the sample, we find a steeply- 55

dispersive state which we attribute as the Pd-derived bulk 56

band (36). In Fig. 1(c), our measurements additionally show 57
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Fig. 1. Surface terminations of PdCoO2. (a) Side view of the crystal
structure of PdCoO2, showing two possible surface terminations which can be ex-
pected. (b) XPS spectra (hν = 120 eV, after subtraction of a linear background and
normalised by the area of the Co 3p peak) at different spatial locations of a cleaved
crystal show varying relative ratios of Co and Pd core level peaks, consistent with
a spatial dependence of the dominant surface termination. (c-e) Markedly different
electronic structures are observed by ARPES (hν = 90 eV, p-polarisation, measured
along Γ − K) at these locations, corresponding to predominantly (c) CoO2, (e) Pd
and (d) mixed surface terminations.

a pair of massive hole-like bands (Fig. 1(c), labeled ‘S-CoO2’).58

These have been assigned previously as surface states from the59

CoO2-termination (36, 37), consistent with our XPS measure-60

ments from the same sample region, which yield the greatest61

ratio of Co 3p : Pd 4p core-level spectral weight.62

Measurements from a different patch of the same sam-63

ple (Fig. 1(e)) reveal a completely different surface electronic64

structure, which we describe in detail below. Our XPS mea-65

surements exhibit a much larger spectral weight of the Pd66

than the Co-derived core-level peak for this sample region67

(Fig. 1(b)), and we thus attribute these as surface states orig-68

inating from the Pd-terminated surface (‘S-Pd’). We note69

that for most regions where such states are visible, we observe70

a superposition of these spectral features with those of the71

CoO2-terminated surface (e.g., Fig. 1(d)). This indicates a72

rather limited spatial extent of typical Pd-terminated regions,73

with a mixed surface termination within our probing light74

spot area (∼50 µm diameter). In the following we show our75

highest-quality ARPES data obtained from a sample which76

exhibits such a mixed surface terminations. Similar results77

were obtained from multiple samples.78

Pd-terminated surface electronic structure. The measured79

Fermi surfaces and dispersions from such a mixed surface ter-80

mination are shown in Fig. 2. The CoO2-terminated surface81

states form hexagonal and nearly circular hole-like Fermi sur-82

faces about the Brillouin zone centre, split-off by a surprisingly-83

large Rashba-like interaction arising due to a large energy scale84

of inversion symmetry breaking at this surface (37). We do85

not consider these further here.
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Fig. 2. Surface electronic structure. (a) ARPES Fermi surface (hν =
110 eV, EF ± 15 meV, p-pol.) and dispersions (hν = 80 eV, p-pol.) measured
along (b) Γ − K and (c) M − K. As well as the bulk band (Bulk), a series of
additional surface states arising from the Pd-terminated (S-Pd) and CoO2-terminated
(S-CoO2) surfaces are visible. A momentum distribution curve (MDC) at the Fermi
level (EF ± 5 meV) is shown in (b), together with a 12-band peak fit (orange line) and
corresponding Fermi momenta (marked by dashes, stars and dots, for S-Pd, S-CoO2
and bulk, respectively) of such bulk and surface states which cross EF .

86

Two larger electron-like Fermi surfaces with sharp 87

linewidths are also visible. From comparison with previous 88

experiments (32, 36), we attribute the largest of these as the 89

Pd-derived bulk Fermi surface. The other has a similar topog- 90

raphy, but slightly smaller average kF , and has greater spectral 91

weight when measured in the second Brillouin zone (Fig. 2(a)). 92

This band is also evident as a steeply-dispersing state in our 93

measured dispersions (Fig. 2(b)), and appears to be an approx- 94

imate replica of the bulk state, but shifted towards the Fermi 95

level by ∼430 meV. In principle, it is not surprising for a polar 96

charge to change the binding energy of states localised at a 97

polar surface. Indeed, for the CoO2-terminated surface, the 98

absence of Pd atoms above the topmost CoO2 block leads to a 99

formal valence of 3.5+ rather than 3+ for the surface Co layer, 100

corresponding to an experimentally-observed (35, 37) effec- 101

tive hole-doping of ≈0.5 holes/unit cell. Similar electrostatic 102

arguments for the Pd-terminated surface (35) would suggest 103

a formal valence of Pd0.5+ at the surface, as compared to 104
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Fig. 3. Itinerant surface ferromagnetism in PdCoO2. Bulk and sur-
face band dispersions exacted from ARPES measurements using different photon
energies and light polarisations: linear horizontal (LH, p-polarisation), circular right
(CR) and circular left (CL) polarisations.

Pd1+ in the bulk. This, however, should manifest as a surface105

doping of ≈0.5 electrons/unit cell, seemingly in contrast to106

the hole-doped copy of the bulk band observed experimentally107

here.108

Moreover, rather than a simple rigid shift of the bulk Pd-109

derived valence band, our measured dispersions (Fig. 2(b,c))110

reveal a much richer surface electronic structure. As well as111

the steep band discussed above, Fig. 2(b) shows a flat-topped112

band located ∼100 meV below the Fermi level, and a pair of113

electron-like bands crossing EF near the Brillouin zone centre114

(all labeled ‘S-Pd’ in Fig. 2(b)). The outer of these electron115

pockets can also be seen in our Fermi surface measurements116

(Fig. 2(a)), while the innermost band is not clearly observed at117

the photon energy used. Additionally, multiple fully-occupied118

bands are found at the Brillouin zone face M-point (Fig. 2(c)).119

Itinerant surface ferromagnetism. We demonstrate below that120

such a rich multi-band electronic structure of the Pd-121

terminated surface of PdCoO2 is the result of an instability122

to itinerant surface ferromagnetism. Fig. 3 shows the dis-123

persions of the bulk and Pd-derived surface states extracted124

from the measurements shown in Fig. 2(b) as well as from125

equivalent measurements performed using a different photon126

energy and/or light polarisation. These different experimental127

conditions lead to varying transition matrix elements, selec-128

tively enhancing the visibility of different features, (see, for129

example, SI Appendix, Fig. S1), thus ensuring that we cap-130

ture the dispersions of all bands accurately. If we assume131

that these surface states are spin-degenerate and extract their132

Luttinger count from our experimentally-measured Fermi sur-133

faces, we find an electron count that is unphysically high. In134

contrast, if we treat them as spin-polarised, we find a surface135

carrier density that is 0.55 ± 0.03 electrons/unit cell higher136

than that of the bulk, which is close to the additional 0.5137

electrons/unit cell that would be expected from the polar sur-138

face charge. We note that spin-polarised states are generically139

allowed at surfaces, where the breaking of inversion symme-140

try can lead to a momentum-dependent spin-splitting of the141

Rashba-type (38). If this was the origin of the surface state142

spin-polarisation here, however, then the spin-splitting should143

vanish at the zero-momentum Γ-point, where time-reversal144
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Fig. 4. DFT supercell calculations and electron DOS. (a) Bulk kz -
projected electronic structure of PdCoO2 (left) and corresponding electron DOS
(right). (b) Non-magnetic supercell calculations (left), showing the formation of a flat
surface state right at the Fermi level, leading to a large peak in the corresponding
density of states (right). Additionally, a moderate Rasbha-like spin-orbit splitting of the
electron band near the Γ-point is observed. The calculations are projected onto the
surface Pd layer (purple colouring) to highlight the surface states. (c) Spin-polarised
supercell calculations (left) indicate how a Stoner-like transition spin-splits the states,
giving rise to the α-β and γ-δ exchange-split pairs discussed in the main text. The
spin majority and minority character as projected onto the surface Pd layer is shown
by red and blue colouring, respectively.

symmetry enforces a Kramers degeneracy. In contrast, the 145

clear splitting of spin-polarised bands that we observe at the Γ 146

point (Figs. 2(b) and 3) indicates that time-reversal symmetry 147

is broken here (i.e., E(k = 0, ↑) 6= E(k = 0, ↓). Moreover, a 148

Rashba-like origin of the observed spin-polarised bands would 149

be incompatible with the large (≈430 meV) energy splitting 150

of the steep bands that we observe, which is more than three 151

times the atomic spin-orbit coupling of Pd.∗ Together, these 152

observations therefore rule out a Rashba origin of our observed 153

spin-polarised surface states; instead, they provide conclusive 154

empirical evidence that the Pd-terminated surface of PdCoO2 155

is ferromagnetic. 156

Although the above conclusion is independent of theory, it 157

∗We note that our non-magnetic calculations (Fig. 4(b), discussed below) show a Rashba-like spin
splitting on the order of 50 meV, a realistic value given the atomic spin-orbit strength of≈110 meV.
This is, however, significantly smaller than the exchange splitting observed experimentally as well
as that found from our spin-polarised calculations. We thus conclude that Rashba-type interactions
do not play a significant role here as compared to magnetic correlations. Whether they play a role
in determining the detailed magnetic structure, for example in stabilising non-collinear magnetic
states, is an interesting question for future study.
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is also reinforced by explicit calculations (Fig. 4, see Methods),158

which further demonstrate how the surface ferromagnetism159

arises as a result of an intrinsic Stoner-like instability driven by160

the polar surface charge. This mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.161

The band which forms the bulk Fermi surface, while steep162

at the Fermi level (34, 39), becomes much flatter above EF163

(evident, for example, along Γ̄-K̄ in the bulk kz-projected calcu-164

lations shown in Fig. 4(a)). Compensating the surface polarity165

should lead to electron doping of the surface layer, as discussed166

above. This will create a surface copy of the bulk band. Its flat167

band top, and the high density of states (DOS) associated with168

it, are pushed downwards towards the Fermi level, as evident169

in our non-magnetic supercell calculations shown in Fig. 4(b).170

From a spin-polarised calculation (Fig. 4(c)) we find that the171

density of states at EF is sufficiently high to trigger a Stoner172

transition. The band at the Fermi level therefore exchange173

splits into a pair of spin-polarised bands (labelled α and β),174

which can be identified as the experimentally-observed flat175

(α in Fig. 3) and steep (β) states. Consistent with previous176

DFT calculations (35), we also find how additional near-EF177

surface states inherit a similar exchange splitting, forming the178

majority-spin and minority-spin γ and δ bands observed at the179

Brillouin zone centre in our ARPES measurements (Fig. 3).180

We note that the surface magnetism observed here is thus181

qualitatively different to the recent observations of ferromag-182

netism arising due to uncompensated moments at the sur-183

face of, for example, antiferromagnetic (AF) EuRh2Si2 (40).184

Instead, it reflects an intrinsic instability of the underlying185

electronic structure which can be triggered by a pronounced186

self-doping of the system in response to its polar surface charge.187

From our extracted Luttinger areas, we estimate a total mag-188

netisation, M = (N↑ − N↓)µB = (0.59 ± 0.03)µB/unit cell.189

As the wavefunctions of the surface states are mostly localised190

on the surface Pd layer (see SI Appendix, Fig. S2), this layer191

also hosts the largest moment (found to be 0.46 µB in our192

calculations, see Methods). Nonetheless, finite orbital mixing193

with the subsurface CoO2 block means that the near-surface194

Co also inherits a finite, but much smaller, moment, found to195

be 0.12 µB in our calculations.196

Ferromagnetic surface of PdCrO2. Finally, we show our mea-197

surements of the Pd-terminated surface of the sister compound,198

PdCrO2 (Fig. 5). As in PdCoO2, the bulk band, which is199

also responsible for the high bulk conductivity of PdCrO2200

(41), is evident as a steeply-dispersing state with the largest201

kF . We again observe a copy of this state shifted towards202

the Fermi level (labeled ‘β’ in analogy with the PdCoO2 case203

discussed above), an α-band with its flat top at ≈ 150 meV204

below the Fermi level and, in this case, a single electron-like205

(γ) band crossing EF near the Brillouin zone centre. This206

electronic structure is consistent with previous measurements207

of the chromate (42). Moreover, there is an almost one-to-one208

correspondence with the surface states that we observe for the209

Pd-terminated surface of PdCoO2, allowing us to again assign210

the α and β bands as an exchange-split pair in PdCrO2, and211

the γ-band as a spin-majority band, with its spin-minority212

partner being unoccupied. Excitingly, while the CoO2 layer in213

PdCoO2 is band insulating and non-magnetic, the CrO2 layer214

in bulk PdCrO2 is Mott insulating, and hosts local-moment215

AF order on the Cr sites (41). Combined with the analysis of216

PdCoO2 presented above, however, our measurements indicate217

that PdCrO2 nonetheless also supports ferromagnetism at its218
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Fig. 5. Itinerant surface ferromagnetism in PdCrO2. (a) ARPES
spectra of PdCrO2, measured along the Γ −K direction (hν = 90 eV, p-pol.). (b)
Corresponding band dispersions extracted from the data shown in (a) (blue colour),
as well as additional band dispersions from other samples (#2, hν = 100 eV, p-pol.
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in PdCoO2 (Fig. 3(a)) are also observed here, as well as the electron-pocket of the
spin-majority γ band. The spin-minority δ band appears to be fully unoccupied.

Pd-terminated surface. 219

Discussion 220

Together, our findings demonstrate how electronic reconstruc- 221

tions at polar surfaces can be exploited to trigger incipient 222

instabilities of the underlying quantum many-body system, 223

here driving a Stoner transition at the Pd-terminated surfaces 224

of PdCoO2 and PdCrO2. This suggests strategies for creating 225

two-dimensional ferromagnets, a topic which has been attract- 226

ing considerable recent attention in the field of van der Waals 227

materials (43, 44). The co-existence of ferromagnetism with 228

the inherent breaking of inversion symmetry at the surface 229

further opens possibilities to realise significant Dzyaloshinskii- 230

Moriya interactions, providing routes to stabilise modulated 231

magnetic states (45). 232

Moreover, creating interfaces between disparate magnetic 233

systems offers powerful opportunities for tailoring magnetic 234

interactions (46). This is of both fundamental interest 235

and potential technological applicability, for example en- 236

abling the electrical switching of magnetisation in ferromag- 237

netic/antiferromagnetic bilayers (47). Our study indicates how 238

such magnetic heterostructures can naturally be realised at 239

the Pd-terminated surface of PdCrO2. Targeted engineering of 240

magnetic competition could be further aided by the flexibility 241

of the delafossite oxide series. For example, electron doping on 242

the Pd site of PdCrO2 could be used to drive a Stoner transi- 243

tion of the bulk Pd layers, forming an intrinsic superlattice of 244
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two-dimensional itinerant ferromagnets and triangular-lattice245

local-moment antiferromagnets. Polar interfaces of delafos-246

sites with other materials provide further routes to create and247

manipulate rich electronic and magnetic phase diagrams in248

these systems. More generally, our study further highlights249

the powerful role that polar interfaces can be expected to250

play not only in controlling electronic structures, but also251

for determining the collective phases that can be stabilised,252

opening routes for the targeted creation and manipulation of253

multifunctional designer oxide heterostructures.254

Note: After preparing our paper for publication, we be-255

came aware of an independent study by spin-polarised scanning256

tunnelling microscopy, which observed real-space signatures257

of Stoner ferromagnetism at the Pd-terminated surface of258

PdCoO2, in agreement with the conclusions of our study drawn259

from a momentum-space perspective (48).260

Materials and Methods261

Angle-Resolved-Photoemission. Single-crystals of PdCoO2 and262

PdCrO2 were grown by a flux method in sealed quartz tubes263

(26, 49). These were cleaved in situ at the measurement tem-264

perature of T ∼ 10 K. ARPES measurements were performed at265

the I05 beamline of Diamond Light Source, UK, using a Scienta266

R4000 electron analyser and variable light polarisations with photon267

energies between 60 and 120 eV (50).268

Density-functional theory. DFT calculations were performed using269

the full-potential FPLO code (51–53), utilising the Perdew-Burke-270

Ernzerhof (54) formalism and including spin-orbit coupling. The271

surface electronic structure was calculated employing a symmetric272

slab containing 9 Pd layers, with a vacuum gap of 15 Å. For the273

inner layers of the slab, the bulk experimental crystal structure (34)274

was used, while the surface atomic positions were relaxed. We note275

that, for the unrelaxed surface, we do not stabilse a magnetic state.276

By fully relaxing the topmost Pd layer to minimise forces on the277

surface Pd atoms, we obtain a sizable increase of the Pd-O distance,278

and find a stable ferromagnetic state with a magnetic moment of279

0.55 µB/unit cell. The moment is predominantly carried by the280

surface Pd (0.40 µB) with minor contributions from the subsurface281

Co (0.10 µB) and O (0.04 µB) just below the surface. As shown282

in SI Appendix Fig. S3, the peak at the Fermi level deriving from283

the Pd-related surface state becomes considerably narrower for the284

relaxed surface with the increased Pd-O distance compared to the285

unrelaxed one. This leads to a strong increase (by about 50%) of286

the DOS(EF ) and the respective Pd 4d DOS, strongly favouring a287

magnetic splitting of these states in a Stoner picture. The stability288

of the ferromagnetic surface state slightly increases if not only the289

surface Pd, but also the CoO2 layer nearest the surface is relaxed,290

increasing the magnetic moment to 0.62 µB/unit cell (Pd: 0.46 µB ,291

Co: 0.12 µB , O: 0.05 µB). These structural relaxations are used292

for the calculations presented in the main text. For the DOS shown293

in Fig. 4, a boxcar smoothing of 25 meV has been used to remove294

unphysical spikes appearing in the calculated DOS for the supercell.295

Experimentally, we find that the surface states at M are all296

located below EF (Fig. 2(c)), unlike for our supercell calculations.297

In general, we note that the exact ordering of bulk and different298

surface features in our calculations is sensitive to application of299

a Hubbard U term on the Co sites, as well as an intrinsic off-300

stoichiometry of the slab due to the polar nature of the structure.301

Taking into account the strong Coulomb repulsion at the Co-site302

in a mean field way, applying DFT+U (U = 4 eV (37)), the total303

moment remains almost unchanged, but the contribution of Pd304

increases sizeably (Pd: 0.54 µB , Co: 0.05 µB , O: 0.04 µB). As a305

consequence, this leads to a larger splitting in energy of the Pd306

dominated surface states, as shown in SI Appendix Fig. S4, but307

does not qualitatively influence any of the conclusions presented308

here.309
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